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LESSON

1
1  Shell sounds
2  Show dogs 
3  Toys, toys, toys
4  Missing letters

People in Key West have held a Conch Shell Blowing Contest for 57 years. About 50 people 
took part this year. Winner David Masterson says that he taught himself how to blow a conch 
shell while he lived on a sailboat. This tradition came about nearly 200 years ago. Sailors 
blew piercing blasts on the shells to signal others in the water. Psalm 98:6 tells us to 
“make a joyful noise before the King, the Lord!” 1R
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Can you blow a conch [KONK] shell?

People in Key West, Florida, blew hard. It was a contest.

David M. won! He honked music. People also cheered 
for six-year-old Audrey Van Aken. Her blast was loudest.
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Pull Apart! 
This publication is 
arranged as eight 
“nested” weekly 

lesson sheets.

Pucker Up!
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The Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show is held every year. Three thousand dogs compete 
in the show. Judges look closely at the dogs. They want to pick the dog that looks and acts 
the very best. It is hard to choose a winner. Only one dog is crowned the “Best in Show.” 
Colossians 3:23 reminds us to do our very best always. “Whatever you do, work 
heartily, as for the Lord and not for men.”

May/June 2019  •  God’s Big WORLD AP Photos
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� is is the biggest dog show of the year. 
� ere are dogs everywhere! 

You can see small dogs, tall 
dogs, hairy dogs, and excited 
dogs. � ey look their best. 
� ey have good manners. 
� ey listen and obey. 

Show dogs love being in shows.

A Whippet named Bourbon runs.

Dogs do their best 
at the dog show.

Pomsies’ eyes 
change color to 
show you how 
they feel.

A golden retriever 
named Twist leaps.

A wire fox terrier 
named King wins!
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It might be hard to believe. Birthdays and Christmas will come again this year. Toymakers 
start getting ready in February with a huge toy fair in New York City. Which ones will kids like 
best? Which ones might Grandma and Grandpa buy as gifts? The Jacob K. Javits Convention 
Center was the place to fi nd out. Which ones will be on toy store shelves soon? Toys 
and games are fun gifts to receive. But God gives us the most perfect gift of 
all. Read John 3:16. 3

 It was a toy fair!

A Whippet named Bourbon runs.

A space the size of seven football � elds was 
� lled with new toys and games. It was Toy Fair 
New York 2019! 

Hundreds of toymakers showed o�  their coolest 
toys. � ousands of people came to browse.

LEGO sets. Giant lawn sprinklers. Balls and 
hula hoops. Squishy, so�  toys. All of these and 
thousands more were at the toy fair.

Pomsies’ eyes 
change color to 
show you how 
they feel.

These monsters sing!

Which are your favorite 
Toy Story characters?
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Walter works at the toy store. He is supposed to deliver the things on his list. But one letter 
fell o�  each label. Draw a line from each blank to a letter that � nishes the word.
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Pangolins are among the most traffi cked animals in the world. People break laws to catch 
and kill them. They sell the animals for food and for their scales. People in South Africa use 
dogs to catch pangolin smugglers. They also want to build a “pangalorium” to protect live 
animals. Over one million of the world’s pangolins have been stolen from their homes in 
the last 20 years. People protect animals in danger because God created us to do 
that work. See Psalm 8:6-8.R
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LESSON

2
1  Armored animal
2  Dinosaur tracks
3  A dot of toothpaste
4  Hidden pictures

What’s this unusual animal?

It has hard scales. Its tongue is long. 
Its tail is strong. What is it?

It is a pangolin [PAN-go-lin]. It lives in 
the wild in Africa and Asia. But people 
o� en capture and sell these animals. 
� at is against the law.

Will people be able to protect pangolins? 
Many are trying to.

A  pangolin uses its claws to hunt for food.

Pangolins curl up to sleep an
d 

to
 s

ta
y 

sa
fe

.
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The Apostle Paul reminds us in 1 Corinthians 3:16, “You are God’s temple, and God’s 
Spirit dwells in you.” A survey by the Centers for Disease Control showed that many kids 
use way too much toothpaste. Fluoride is a mineral found in water and soil. It helps prevent 
cavities. So people added fl uoride to toothpaste, mouthwash, and tap water. But too much 

fl uoride might make your teeth streaky or pitted when you get older. Don’t eat 
toothpaste like food. Use just a little dab each time you brush.
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Grab your toothbrush. Wet it. 
Squee-eeze out the toothpaste. 

Stop! Just how much of that 
sweet-tasting stu�  do you need? 
Dentists say that your toothpaste 
blob should be the size of a pea! 

Most toothpaste has � uoride. 
It helps stop cavities. But too 
much � uoride toothpaste 
might make your teeth 
splotchy. A  little 
goes a long way.

Watch 
that 

squeeze.

This much 
is about 

right.
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Tom Stack began to volunteer at Valley Forge National Park in Pennsylvania about two 
years ago. He noticed bumps on some fl at rocks on a trail in the park. They were dinosaur 
footprints. Park rangers will not say where the fossils are. They do not want anyone to steal 
them. Imagine what stories the fossil rocks might tell about when dinosaurs lived. 
Then remember 1 Samuel 2:2. “There is no rock like our God.” 3

What might you see at Valley 
Forge Park? 

Cannons. General Washington’s 
o�  ce. Dinosaur footprints. Wait. 
What?

Dino’ footprints have been 
found on stones in the park. � e 
footprints are fossils. � ey were 
made long ago by lizard-like dinos.

Could you � nd them? Yes. But you 
will not be told exactly where. You 
must look down as you hike.

Look down.

Did a theropod 
stomping around make 

some of the tracks?
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April showers brought 
May � owers, and 
hidden pictures. 
Find them all.

brush glasses boat knife candle pants sword

club

� sh sock

mugAbeboot

4
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Just 80 workers make the fedoras by hand. It takes 50 different steps and seven weeks to 
fi nish one hat. You can see why the Borsalino Company began to lose money when people 
stopped wearing hats every day. The company now makes baseball caps and travel hats that 
can roll up neatly. It has added colors and hats made for women too. Psalm 90:17 
reminds us that we may ask God “to establish the work of our hands.”
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LESSON

3
1  Making hats
2  T. rex show
3  Teen ties fl ies.
4  Alike and different

Baseball cap? Cowboy hat? A so�  fur felt 
fedora [feh-DOOR-ah]? 

� e B. Company in Italy has made only fedora 
hats for over 100 years. It began to lose money. 
Most people today do not wear hats. 

Now it makes other kinds of hats too. W ill 
people buy these?

What hats 
can you 
name?

The edges 
of a hat are 

fi nished.

Felt is sewn together.

A machine presses felt into the shape of a hat.

Rabbit fur is made 
into felt cloth.

A stack of hats is ready 
for the next step.

Finished hats for sale.
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The American Museum of Natural History has had displays of T. rex and its relatives for 
over 100 years. This exhibit shows what scientists have learned about the dinosaur. It has 
reconstructions of a baby, a young dino’, and an adult T. rex. You can see real dino’ fossils 
and look through microscopes. All of these things give us an idea of what the T. rex might 

have been like. Genesis 1:25 tells us that “God made the beasts of the Earth 
according to their kinds.” The T. rex was among those beasts.
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What would a baby T. rex dino’ have 
looked like? See a � u� y model.

What noise did T. rex make? 
Try mixing sounds to hear.

How do T. rex bones � t together? 
Work with a team to � nd out.

You can do all of this at a new 
museum exhibit in New York. 

What was T. rex like?

Museum workers build a 4-year-old 
T. rex model. It has feathers! 

Adult 
T. rex 

model

Baby 
T. rex 

model
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Fishermen use bait to catch fi sh. A fl y lure is fake fi shing bait. It isn’t easy to tie a fl y lure. It 
takes practice. Courtney Walls has practiced tying fl ies for years. Her dad taught her what 
to do. Now she shows people her skill. She loves to give her colorful fl ies away. “I’ve given 
away too many to count,” she says. Some of Jesus’ disciples were fi shermen. Jesus 
asked some to leave their fi shing boats and follow him. Matthew 4:19 tells us 
that He said, “Follow me, and I will make you fi shers of men.” 3

This teen ties fl ies 
for fi shing poles.

Adult 
T. rex 

model

Baby 
T. rex 

model

This fl y will lure 
a trout fi sh.

Throw the line out. The fl y 
rests on the water. A fi sh 
comes up to eat it.

Courtney knows how to 
catch � sh. 

She ties feathers and fur 
onto � shhooks. She makes 
� shing � ies. 

Her � ies don’t buzz around. 
� ey aren’t real insects! 

Do you know someone 
who ties � ies?
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Which hat in each box is di� erent from the others in one way? Use the clues. 
Circle the hat that does not belong. (Can you � nd fedora hats like the ones on page 1?)

Protect 
your head 
from a bump.

football 
helmet

baseball
cap

bike
helmet

motorcycle
helmet

fur

knit cap

stocking hat

uniform cap

Play in the snow.

fancy hat

fedora

top hat

bike
helmet

Dress up nice.

fancy hat

fedora

fur

bike
helmet

Something 
to hold 
your hat on.baseball cap

cowboy 
hat

beret sombrero

Keep the sun out of your eyes.

fancy hat

fedora

bowler

For a man to wear.

top hat

4
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La Paz is the capital of Bolivia. It is the highest city in the world. It is spread over a deep, 
wide canyon. The town of El Alto sits on the canyon’s rim. It once took workers from El Alto 
up to two hours to drive down into the city. Now a system of gondolas can carry workers and 
visitors up to the top or down to the city in just eleven minutes. The cable cars sweep 
along high above the Earth. But Psalm 113:4 reminds us that the Lord’s glory 
is “above the heavens.” R
E
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LESSON

4
1  Cable car city
2  Sunfi sh surprise
3  Carving for fun
4  What came next?

It is not a ski lift.
� ese cable cars are like a 
subway. But they are in the sky!

� ey carry people above the 
city of La Paz. � ey glide 
over busy streets.

“My Cable Cars” are the highest 
city cable cars in the world. 
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Scientists took photos of the fish. People around the world saw the pictures. Someone 
recognized the fish. It was a hoodwinker! This kind of fish is hard to find. It was a surprise to 
find a hoodwinker in California. The hoodwinker has a big belly. Jonah fit inside the big belly 

of a fish. Jonah 2:1 tells us, “Then Jonah prayed to the Lord his God from the 
belly of the fish.”
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Look at that big �sh! Its 
body is round. Its �ns 
look like wings. 

It doesn’t belong on the 
California beach. Where 
did it come from? 

Look closely! Experts 
need clues to �gure out 
what kind of �sh it is.  

What kind of fish is that?

It is a  
hoodwinker!

Can you see the grooves on the Native 
American made by Hilda’s tools?
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These 
animals were 

some of 
Hilda’s fi rst 
carvings.
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Hilda Bell starts with a piece of wood. Her hands and tools bring the wood to life. She has 
been a woodcarver for 39 years. She worked as a nurse. And she wanted to stay busy when 
she retired. So she took a class on woodcarving. Mrs. Bell loved the class! Now she can take 
an ordinary piece of wood and make something new out of it. Jesus gives us new life. We 
are told in 2 Corinthians 5:17, “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new 
creation. The old has passed away; behold, the new has come.”           3

Can you see the grooves on the Native 
American made by Hilda’s tools?

Hilda Bell 
loves to carve.

� is grandmother carves wood. 
She uses tools to make sculptures of 
people in the wood. Carving takes time. 

She doesn’t mind. 
Hilda Bell is 95 years 
old! She has been 
carving wood for 
many years.

She makes shapes 
from wood.
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cook        chop

cook        eat

� re        pray

pray        carry

chop        carry

� re        eat

Bears had a cookout. What did they do � rst? Number the pictures
 in the right order. Circle the word that � ts each picture.

4
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People in Monte Isola, Italy, were fi shermen and hunters long ago. They needed to catch fi sh 
and animals for food. So they became good at weaving nets. The workers at “La Rete,” “The 
Net,” factory learned how to weave nets too. But they make nets for sports instead of fi shing. 
Their nets have been used in World Cup soccer games. Isaiah 22:18 records what God 
says He will do to a wicked man named Shebna. “He will whirl you around and 
around, and throw you like a ball into a wide land.”R
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LESSON

5
1  Soccer net makers
2  World’s best cheeses
3  Robot for sick kids
4  Find the differences.

Do you play soccer? Maybe one day 
you will score a goal into a net like these.

� e Net factory is in Italy. It has only 
18 workers. � ey make soccer nets. 

� ey weave the string. � ey tie the 
knots. � ey cut the nets. � ey do 
almost everything by hand.

They make nets 
by hand.
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� ree days of cheese. 
As many kinds as you please.
What do they look like and how do they taste? 
Cheese makers want their cheese to win � rst place.

� e winner was announced a� er three days.
A Swiss cheese from Ohio won the contest,
� e judges thought it looked and tasted the best!
� ree days of cheese. 

2

Judges examined the cheese. It looked good. It felt good. It tasted great! The baby Swiss 
cheese from Ohio was a winner! People have been making and eating cheese for hundreds of 
years. Did you know that cheese is part of the story of David and Goliath? It tells in 1 Samuel 

17:18 that David’s father gave him cheese to take to the army. “Also take these ten 
cheeses to the commander of their thousand.” That’s when David fought the giant!
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There was a 
cheese contest.

A judge checks for 
the right aroma.

A sample is drilled out 
of a block of marbled 

curd cheese.

It takes two to carry a big section of Swiss.
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� e judges thought it looked and tasted the best!
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Levi Suttles has a sickness called “leukemia.” He must get medicine in the hospital and 
go to the doctor a lot. He gets tired. It is hard to be at school and to rest at home too. 
Engineering students at Ohio Sate University made the robot and taught Levi how to use 
it. Now his robot is ready to work when he is. The people at Ohio State did a kind 
thing for Levi. This is what the Apostle Paul tells us to do. Read Ephesians 4:32. 3

See who is in our class!

Levi is six years old. He is sick a lot. 
How does he go to his Ohio school?

See his face on the robot screen? Levi 
uses FaceTime on his iPad. � e robot is 
in the classroom. Levi makes it move.

So Levi learns along with his friends. 
But he is safe at home.

Levi’s robot 
keeps up with 

the class.
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How is your garden growing this year? 
Can you describe at least 10 di� erences in the pictures of this garden?

4
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The people of Lake Elsinore felt they were ready for poppy-gazers. They even had a free 
shuttle service. But 150,000 people came in one day to see the bright orange fl owers! Some 
fainted in the heat. A rattlesnake bit a dog. The highway became a parking lot. The mayor 
closed the town to visitors for the rest of the day. King Solomon lived in splendor. 
But Matthew 6:29 tells us that nothing Solomon had was as beautiful as the 
lilies of the fi eld that God created.R
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LESSON

6
1  So many poppies!
2  Salt caves
3  Curling on ice
4  Silly mistakes

Have you 
ever seen so 

many fl owers?

� ere was lots of winter 
rain. It was cold. � en spring 
came to southern California. 

Poppies, poppies, and more 
poppies covered the hillsides. 
It was a “super bloom.”

People rushed to Lake E. 
� ey crowded the town. 
� ey blocked the road. � e 
city had to turn people away.

Crowds are excited 
to see the poppies.
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Did you know that some caves 
are made from salt? � ey are 
found in dry places.

People have been mapping the 
Malham Cave in Israel. It is six 
miles long! � at makes it the 
longest salt cave in the world.

Someone in the Bible was 
turned into a pillar of salt near 
this cave. Do you know who 
that was?

Genesis 19:26 tells us that Lot’s wife “looked back, and she became a pillar of salt.” 
This salt cave is near Mount Sodom and the southern tip of the Dead Sea. That sea is so salty 
that no fi sh or other animals can live there. There are not many salt caves in the world. Israel’s 

Cave  Explorers Club worked more than two years to measure and map this cave. It is 
already two miles longer than one in Iran. And it has more parts yet to be mapped.
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Surprise! 
It is the 
longest.

The Malham Cave opening

A salt-cicle 
hangs in 
the cave.

Explorers look up at the salt stalactites.

2
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Some kids in college like curling. People watch curling on TV. They think, “Hey! I can do 
that.” Curling is a game of strategy. Some people call it “chess on ice.” Curling isn’t a quiet 
game like chess. Players like to shout! Do you need to cool off? Slip and slide, sweep 
and shout in a game of curling! It is good to laugh and play. Proverbs 17:22 says, 
“A joyful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the bones.” 3

Two teams slip and slide on the ice. 
One slippery shoe makes it easy to slide. 

One player throws a heavy stone down the 
ice. Two players sweep the ice to steer the 

stone. Players shout to each other.

Curling is a cool sport! More 
and more college kids join 

curling teams.

This ice sport 
uses brooms.
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It’s baseball season. Hopefully the players will not make as many 
silly mistakes as you will � nd here. Can you describe ten mistakes?
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The elephant says, “Thank you.”

Rangers in Thailand found the stranded elephants. The rangers used hoes and pick axes to 
dig through the mud. They made a path out of the hole. All six baby elephants got out of the 
muck. The rangers cheered! “Gone, they’re gone,” cried a ranger. One baby 
elephant stopped to say, “Thank you.” The Bible tells the story of a man who 
stopped to say thank you. Read Luke 17:11-19.
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LESSON

7
1  Elephants got stuck.
2  Diving to shipwrecks
3  She is a track star!
4  Hidden pictures

Six baby elephants needed help. A mud 
hole trapped them. Who helped them? 

Rangers came to the rescue. � ey moved 
mud. � ey made a way out of the hole. 

� e elephant babies were free! � ey 
hurried into the jungle. One baby elephant 
looked back. It wanted to say, “� ank you.”

Rangers get ready to help six baby 
elephants stuck in a muddy pond.
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Diving near shipwrecks has been against the law in Greece. Experts were afraid divers would 
steal treasures. Only a few divers were allowed to see the Peristera shipwreck in April. The 
ship was built 500 years before Jesus was born. It carried thousands of large clay jars. What 

was in them? Now more divers may be allowed to see this wreck. The Apostle Paul 
was in a shipwreck on his way to stand trial in Rome. Read about it in Acts 27.
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Divers may visit 
a shipwreck.

Greece is a peninsula. Most of the 
country is surrounded by water. 
It has a jagged coastline. Hundreds of 
ships have wrecked there. 

Now divers may visit a ship that 
wrecked over two thousand years ago.

� ey will see thousands of ancient vases. 
Maybe more items will be discovered.

Divers look at clay 
jars the ancient 

ship was carrying.

A diver jumps in.

2
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Moses was 120 years old when he died. But his eyesight was clear and he was as 
strong as ever. Read Deuteronomy 34:7. Perhaps Florence Meiler [MY-ler] from Burlington, 
Vermont, might not live as long as Moses did. But she seems as strong as ever. She took her 
fi rst long jump when she was 60. She fi rst vaulted with a pole when she was 65. Mrs. M. worked 
out six days each week before she went to a World Masters Championship in Poland 
at the end of March. No other woman her age did a pole vault. 3

She is a ball 
of energy.

Florence M. may be small. But she is always moving!

Mrs. M. pole vaults! She � ings her body over a bar � ve feet o�  
the ground. She has set a record for women of her age—84. 

But she also does the long jump, leaps over hurdles, and runs 
races. She is a champion!
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Find all the pictures 
hidden in the tree 

fort. Hidden pictures 
might be turned in 

any direction.

bell

book

kite

axe

broom

fish

shorts

pie

spoon
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Treasures fi lled King Tut’s tomb. Go to the museum to see the precious things. See Egyptian 
jewelry. Look at King Tut’s furniture. Stare at his gold face mask. “Please see them, visit them, 
before they return to Egypt forever,” says an Egyptian leader. Jesus tells us in Matthew 
6:21 to store treasures in heaven, not on Earth. “For where your treasure is, 
there your heart will be also.” 
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LESSON

8
1  A king’s treasures 
2  Tiny water bears
3  Rodeo for the young
4  Camp differences

People want to see this king’s treasures. 
Do you like old things? Come see King Tut’s treasures. 

Tut was a ruler in Egypt. See his gold jewelry. Look at his tools and furniture. 
King Tut’s things were at a U.S. museum. Now they are at a museum in France. 

King Tut stored his treasures on Earth. We store our treasures in heaven.

The golden mask of King Tutankhamun (left) is too 
valuable to be in the traveling show. 
Right: A visitor looks at one of the show’s wall displays.

Decorated container Stone vase Small statues A “wishing cup”
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Colossians 1:16 reminds us that, “For by Him all things were created, in heaven and on 
Earth, visible and invisible.” Would you have created a one-eyed, eight-footed, alien-like 
creature almost impossible to kill? Aren’t you glad that God did? Biologist Thomas Boothby 

wants to make blood last longer than six weeks. Could soldiers take their own dried 
blood with them into battle? Could the same process help vaccines last longer too?
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“Water bears” are 
tardigrades. � ey are as 

small as a period. But they can 
live in hot heat, freezing cold, and 

without air.

Scientists want to learn from water 
bears. � ey are able to dry up. 
Could people dry blood like 

that? Might crops live 
through drought?

W
ha

t c
an

 tin
y “water bears” teach us?

A “water bear” 
is seen through an 
electron scanning 

microscope (right) and 
regular microscope 
(above and below).
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Frankincense plants are dying out. Guy Erlich wants to keep them alive. A sticky sap oozes out 
when bark on the trees is cut. Mr. Erlich plans to sell the sap to be used in perfumes or oils. For 
now, he collects honey made from the plant blossoms. Frankincense in Old Testament times was 
used in offerings to God. It smells like oranges or lemons when it burns. The Wise Men 
brought the baby Jesus frankincense as a gift. Read Matthew 2:11. 3R
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Kids from Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Colorado want to be in the Annual AJRA 
National Finals Rodeo held in Sweetwater, Texas, in July. They get points for how well they 
do in rodeos like this one. Families travel to rodeos on the weekends. Kids as young as 
fi ve and up to the age of 15 can take part in these rodeos. They help keep customs 
of the West alive. Rodeo horses must run fast, like the war horses in Joel 2:4. 3

h
us?

Many kids love Youth Rodeo. 

So they practice at home 
every day. And they compete 
on weekends. � ese kids were 
at a rodeo in Midland, Texas, 
in March. 

Rodeo kids learn how to work 
hard. � ey spend lots of time 
with their families. � ey learn 
what it takes to be a leader. 
And they have lots of fun!

Rodeos aren’t just for grownups!
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Summer is nearly here! Will you go camping? Be sure to take pictures. 
Can you describe a dozen di� erences between the pictures of this campsite?
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